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With new materials, objectives or constraints, it becomes increasingly difficult to
develop optimal processes using conventional heuristics-based or
superstructure-based methods. Hence, data-driven alternatives have emerged
recently, to increase creativity and accelerate the development of innovative
technologies without requiring extensive industrial feedback. However, beyond
these proof-of-concepts and the promise of automation they hold, a deeper
understanding of the behaviour and use of these advanced algorithms by the
process engineer is still needed. In this paper, we provide the first data-driven
solution for designing supercritical CO2 power cycle for waste heat recovery, a
challenging industrial use case with lack of consensus on the optimal layout from
the field literature. We then examine the issue of artificial intelligence acceptance
by the process engineer, and formulate a set of basic requirements to foster user
acceptance - robustness, control, understanding of the results, small time-to-
solution. The numerical experiments confirm the robustness of the method, able
to produce optimal designs performing as well as a set of selected expert layouts,
yet only from the specification of the unit operations (turbomachinery and heat
exchangers). We provide tools to exploit the vast amount of generated data, with
pattern mining techniques to extract heuristic rules, thereby explaining the
decision-making process. As a result, this paper shows how the process
engineer can interact with the data-driven design approaches, by refocusing
on the areas of domain expertise, namely, definition and analysis of the
physical problem.
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1 Introduction

Spurred by remarkable algorithmic breakthroughs as well as improved data and
hardware availability, the field of machine learning (ML) has reached a level of maturity
enabling its integration in real-life systems. ML is thus more and more popular in many
application areas and is used by engineers to make decisions in uncertain, complex,
environments, although its full potential remains to be discovered (Venkatasubramanian,
2019; Schweidtmann et al., 2021). At the same time, the field of chemical engineering is
undergoing an “unprecedented transition”, as coined by Venkatasubramanian, with multiple
challenges ahead to enable the rise of sustainable technologies and processes: working with
new materials, new optimization objectives under new constraints, typically environmental
constraints, while meeting the market needs (Martín and Adams II, 2019). As a
representative instance of an emerging, complex, process to design, this paper focuses on
the synthesis of supercritical carbon dioxide (sCO2) power cycles for waste heat recovery,
i.e., for converting the residual heat of an industrial facility into electricity using a so-called
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bottoming power cycle (Marchionni et al., 2020). Due to its
thermodynamic properties, sCO2 is indeed being investigated to
replace steam as a working fluid in the power industry, to increase
the efficiency of the energy conversion while reducing the
environmental cost (White et al., 2021). Waste heat recovery is
one of the most promising applications of sCO2, with faster market
penetration prospects in comparison to other capital intensive
applications such as nuclear, Concentrated Solar Power, etc.
(Wright et al., 2016; Brun et al., 2017; De Servi et al., 2019; Ma
et al., 2020; Mussati et al., 2020; Soliman et al., 2021; Noaman et al.,
2022). However, despite these recent research efforts, sCO2 cycles
remain largely a theoretical topic with open challenges, including the
application of the advanced exergy analysis (Morosuk and
Tsatsaronis, 2015), and only a few small-scale experimental
systems currently deployed worldwide (Yu et al., 2021).

Solving these challenges and developing commercially viable
sCO2 cycles requires notably new systematic methodologies to
perform process design (Yu et al., 2021). Shorter industrial
feedback and limited domain knowledge make increasingly
difficult the design of advanced processes with conventional
approaches, whether they are based on heuristics or on
mathematical programming (superstructure optimization,
Mencarelli et al. (2020)). In general, the task can be formulated
as a two-level problem, on one hand generating the topology
(layout) of the process and on the other hand, evaluating the
given flowsheet by optimizing its design variables for a given
objective function (flowsheet evaluation). Superstructure
modelling merges the two levels in a single-level problem, with a
joint optimization of structural and design variables. Yet, both
heuristics and superstructure-based approaches suffer from some
common limitation for generating the layouts, relying heavily on
field expertise to define the search space as a postulated set of
alternative flowsheets to be optimized. New methods for optimal
decision making in process engineering are therefore currently being
searched for and the past few years have witnessed the emergence of
a third option based on algorithmic strategies removing the need to
start from a predefined flowsheet. Dating back to at least Nishida
et al. (1981), this idea has been rising recently, with the advent of
machine learning, artificial intelligence (AI) and powerful hardware.
The distinctive feature of these methods is to address layout
generation by only defining the set of available unit operations,
without assuming any knowledge about how to combine them into a
promising flowsheet. In this sense, we call themAI-basedmethods in
the rest of this paper. Using machine learning in chemical and power
engineering should thus ultimately help making optimal decisions
and bringing creativity to build new designs (Schweidtmann et al.,
2021).

Moreover, beyond the optimality of AI-based designs, addressed
by an increasing number of algorithmic contributions, another key
challenge received little attention from the literature: acceptance by
the end-user, the process engineer. In complement to other
methodological contributions, our goal is to give a broader
perspective by investigating more closely how already-established
AI techniques for layout generation can benefit the process engineer,
to identify key bottlenecks and outline future research directions.
Our contribution is two-fold. Firstly, whereas we observe a lack of
consensus from the available domain literature on the design of the
bottoming cycle for waste heat recovery, we propose the first data-

driven solution to this problem with sCO2 bottoming cycles.
Secondly, building on this complex use case, we extend the
analysis by examining AI acceptance by the process engineer. We
formulate a set of basic requirements - robustness, control,
understanding the results and assessment of the cost -, propose a
more comprehensive post-processing evaluation strategy and
conduct additional experiments to provide a deeper
understanding of how an engineer would interact with such systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Background on the
problem, including a literature review of AI-based process design, is
provided in Section 2. We describe then the chosen data-driven
methodologies in Section 3. The results are presented, analyzed and
discussed in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5.

2 Problem definition and literature
review

2.1 Designing a waste heat recovery cycle
with supercritical CO2

Use case description A brief description of the use case is
provided in this section; more details are provided in the
Supplementary Materials (Section 1). A combined cycle is
selected as a waste heat recovery application where a bottoming
power cycle is used to extract the exhaust gas exiting a topping gas
turbine (GT). This configuration allows to produce up to 50% more
electricity compared to a standalone GT with the same fuel source.
In this study, supercritical CO2 (sCO2) power cycles are used as the
bottoming technology, instead of the conventional steam Rankine
cycle, due to their operation at supercritical pressures and
temperatures allowing to reach higher efficiencies. In addition,
sCO2 is two times denser than water/steam, resulting in smaller
turbo-machinery and thus into relatively lower capital and
operational expenditures (Brun et al., 2017; Noaman et al., 2022).
The chosen topping cycle is a 450 MW heavy duty Siemens H-class
gas turbine SGT5-8000H, representative of typical industrial
conditions and previously investigated in (Blumberg et al., 2017).
The corresponding boundary conditions are listed in Table 1,
following the ISO conditions for environmental variables and fuel

TABLE 1 Boundary conditions of the investigated use case. GT: Gas Turbine.

Boundary conditions Value Unit

Ambient pressure 1.01325 bar

Ambient temperature 15 °C

GT exhaust pressure 1.5 bar

GT fuel inlet temperature 15 °C

GT exhaust flow rate 935 kg/s

Exhaust temperature 630 °C

Top-bottom heat exchanger pinch 14.81 °C

GT Pressure ratio 21 -

GT power output 450 MW

GT efficiency 40.3 %
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inlet temperature. Given this fixed topping cycle, the task is to
provide an optimal design, i.e., a layout and its operating conditions,
for the sCO2 bottoming cycle, to recover the waste heat exiting the
gas turbine at 935 kg/s, 630°C, 1.5 bar. In this work, the synthesis
problem is formulated as a bi-level optimization problem:

max
G,θ

F G; θ+( ), (1a)
s.t. G ∈ Γ, (1b)

θ+ ∈ argmax
θ∈ΘG

F G; θ( ), (1c)

with Γ the discrete topological search space of bottoming cycle
layouts, ΘG the continuous parameter space (operating conditions)
of a layout G, F the fitness function. Solving Eq.1c by acting on the
degrees of freedom θ of each component in a given layout G - full list
in Table 2 - is called flowsheet evaluation. This formulation differs
from state-of-the-art superstructure modelling, where Γ is restricted
to a fixed subset of Zm of m discrete variables and (1a)-(1c) are
merged into a single-level problem maxy∈Γ,θ∈ΘF(y, θ).

Fitness function F The optimality of the proposed designs is
assessed in terms of exergoeconomics fitness function, which
combines cost functions with exergy analysis in a joint technical
and economic accounting of the system’s efficiency gains. We
describe briefly the computation of the overall exergoeconomic
cost of a thermal system, and refer to the Supplementary
Materials (Section 4), as well as Bejan et al. (1996) for more
details and Noaman et al. (2019) for further insights on its
application to sCO2 bottoming cycles.

The calculations are carried out in four main steps, namely, a)
exergy analysis; b) economic analysis and then exergoeconomic
costing c) at the component and d) the system levels. Step a) is a
conventional analysis in terms of exergies of fuel and product,
following Bejan et al. (1996). After having determined the exergy
_El (MW) attached to every material and energy stream l in the
system, a fuel and a product are respectively defined for each unit
component k and their respective exergies _EF,k and _EP,k computed
from the corresponding _El’s. A product is also defined for the entire
system, with exergy _EP. Step b) is an economic analysis conducted
using the total revenue requirement (TRR) method to determine
the charges _Zk ($/h) due to capital investment _Z

CI
k and operation

and maintenance expenses _Z
OM
k , such that

_Zk � _Z
CI
k + _Z

OM
k � CCL+OMCL

T × PECk
PECtot

, with CCL and OMCL,
respectively, the levelized carrying charges and operating and

maintenance costs of the whole system, T the annual full load
hours of the plant, PECk and PECtot, respectively, the purchased
equipment cost of unit k and of the whole system. The cost
correlations used in this paper are detailed in Weiland et al.
(2019). Next, the exergoeconomic model for the kth unit of a
thermodynamic system is schematized in Figure 1 and expresses
that the cost of product is the sum of the cost of fuel plus the
appropriate charges _Zk: cP,k _EP,k � cF,k _EF,k + _Zk, with cP,k’s ($/J) the
specific cost of product computed from the cost cl of appropriate
streams l, similarly for cF,k. This yields a system of linear equations
for the whole system, which can be solved in cl’s with additional
auxiliary equations (Bejan et al., 1996). The cost of fuel _CF,k �
CF,k _EF,k ($/h) and product _CP,k�CP,k _EP,k ($/h) of each component
are then aggregated at the system-level in total cost of fuel _CF,
product _CP and thermal losses _CL with _CP � _CF + ∑k

_Zk − _CL. The
exergoeconomic cost, or specific cost of total product is c � _CP/ _EP

($/MWh). By definition, the fitness F should be maximized,
hence F = −c.

2.2 Expert vs. expert-free design

The problem of designing sCO2 bottoming cycles for waste heat
recovery applications has been examined in the literature with
thermodynamic expert analysis, e.g., by Wright et al. (2016);
Persichilli et al. (2012); Khadse et al. (2018); Huck et al. (2016);
Ayub et al. (2018); Thanganadar et al. (2019); Moroz et al. (2015a);
Kimzey (2012); Moroz et al. (2015b); Kim et al. (2017). However,
only a few of these studies use exergoeconomics to evaluate the
performance of the designs. Overall, the available literature does not
show a clear consensus for a collective conclusion about the design
of the bottoming cycle, due to the diversity in the boundary
conditions and to varying assumptions reported in every study,
as illustrated, e.g., by Table 1 in (Yang et al., 2021).

Building-up on an extensive review omitted here for the sake of
brevity, five layouts are thus selected and depicted in Figure 2 to
represent the wide range of expert designs investigated in the literature.
The sCO2 single recuperated cycle is the most basic layout that can be
used for a bottoming application. The sCO2 partial heating layout
offers high bottoming cycle performance with a slight added
complexity compared to the single recuperated cycle layout. The
triple heating sCO2 cycle represents the group of cycles found in
the literature that use three simultaneous heaters to extract the thermal

TABLE 2 Unit operations in sCO2 cycles, corresponding tokens in the string representation, maximum numbers of occurrence in the layout and the associated
variable to be optimized for flowsheet evaluation.

Unit operation Token Max. number Degree of freedom

Turbine T n/a pressure ratio

Compressor C n/a pressure ratio

Heater (fuel - CO2 heat exchanger) H n/a target temperature

Cooler (water - CO2 heat exchanger) A n/a target temperature

CO2 - CO2 heat exchanger a, b 2 pinch

Two-branch mixer 1, 2 2 -

Two-branch splitter -1, -2 2 split ratio
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energy available in the flue gases exiting the topping gas turbine cycle.
Then, the dual-rail sCO2 cycle is representative of the group of
composite cycles, having shown high performances in bottoming
applications. Lastly, the so-called cascade III cycle (dual-flow split
with dual-expansion sCO2 cycle) is selected as it has shown the highest
power output among the advanced cycle layouts category.

If bottoming cycles for waste heat recovery have been designed by
mathematical programming (superstructure modelling), they have to
the best of our knowledge never been designed by AI-based methods
for layout generation. Typical comparative studies, such as those
conducted by Blumberg et al. (2017) or Manente and Fortuna. (2019)
pre-define the bottoming layout, restricting themselves to less than

FIGURE 1
Exergoeconomic model of the kth unit component in the system, adapted from Bejan et al. (1996). After performing (a) an exergy analysis of all
streams in the system and (b) an economic costing of all components, the exergoeconomic cost of product is computed from the cost of fuel, the capital
investment costs _Z

CI
k , the operation and maintenance costs _Z

OM
k and the exergy rates.

FIGURE 2
Five state-of-the-art expert layouts for sCO2 bottoming cycles, with their name in the string representation of Section 3.1.1: recuperation (TaACaH),
partial heating (TaAC-1H1a1H), triple heating (TaACH-1H1a1H), cascade (Ta1bAC-2H2b2-1aT1H) and dual-rail (Ta1bAC-2H2b2-3H3a-1T13H).
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five alternatives in general. Similarly, a representative contribution of
superstructure modelling such as Yang et al. (2021) contains
16 alternative layouts. In the next section, we review key
contributions of AI-based methods, that explore larger search
spaces with no explicit definition by the designer.

2.3 AI-based process design

Most contributions in the AI-based process design literature
adopt a reward-driven methodology, where the goal is to optimize
the fitness function directly in the discrete topological space Γ of
process layouts (Nabil et al., 2022). As a first example, Neveux. (2018)
used Evolutionary Programming to iteratively generate processes by
applying mutation operators. The approach is validated on a well-
known reaction-separation problem, retrieving an optimal design in
agreement with the literature. Since this first milestone, substantial
efforts are being made to apply reinforcement learning (RL, Sutton
and Barto. (2018)) to the task of process synthesis, where an agent
interacts by trial-and-error with its environment, here the process
structure, to maximize a desired reward function. To the best of our
knowledge, Khan and Lapkin. (2020) and Midgley. (2020) were the
first to frame the synthesis task as an RL problem. Midgley. (2020)
applies a soft actor-critic agent to design distillation sequences. At
each step of the incremental construction of the flowsheet, the agent
decides whether or not to add a new column and determines then the
best operating conditions. On the other hand, the value-based agent
proposed by Khan and Lapkin. (2020) makes discrete (topological)
and continuous (operating conditions) decisions to design simple
processes. RL has also been applied by Plathottam et al. (2021) to solve
the flowsheet evaluation problem (Eq.1c), for a fixed layout of a
solvent extraction process.

Subsequent contributions improve the learning strategy. In the
hierarchical RL framework by Khan and Lapkin (2022), a higher-
level agent builds the global process flowsheet by connecting process
sections, whereas a lower-level agent builds each section by choosing
unit types and operating conditions, with discretized design
variables. The method is tested to maximize the profit of a
typical reaction-separation process, outperforming a baseline
design. Another original RL approach is proposed by Göttl et al.
(2022a). The problem is formulated as a competitive two-player
game, two players taking turns to iteratively build a flowsheet better
than their opponent’s. This mechanism allows Player 2 to be creative
trying to outperform Player 1, whereas Player 1 applies the good
recipes from Player 2 to win the game (Göttl et al., 2022b). Evaluated
in terms of net present value, the agent performs as well as,
sometimes better, than a benchmark design based on basic
engineering rationale on a reaction-distillation process in a
quaternary system without (Göttl et al., 2022a) or with recycling
(Göttl et al., 2021; Göttl et al., 2022b). Finally, whereas other
contributions used state vectors derived directly from the process
flowsheet, Stops et al. (2022) apply a Graph Convolutional Network
(Kipf and Welling, 2017) to automatically extract relevant
topological and continuous features from the flowsheet seen as a
directed colored graph, and summarize them in a fingerprint vector.
This learned vector representation is used by a hierarchical RL
algorithm performing both topological and design optimization
levels in a hybrid discrete-continuous action space. The approach

is tested on the methyl-acetate production use case, with four unit
operations, including recycling to the feed stream, showing that the
agent can quickly learn to produce good flowsheets.

There is thus a trend towards more advanced algorithmic RL
strategies showing promising performances on relatively simple use
cases. It remains however to investigate how well these algorithms
would adapt to more complex use cases (nonlinear physics, involved
unit operations, etc.), in terms of optimality of the results as well as
computation cost, hyperparameter finetuning, etc. Besides, although
a popular choice, it has been shown that RL requires careful
validation in practice to strengthen the robustness of the results
because of the inherent statistical uncertainty of the algorithms
(Agarwal et al., 2021).

Alternatively to reward-driven design, another line of work much
used in the literature of molecular design (Elton et al., 2019), consists in
training a generative statistical model that learns the underlying
distribution of a dataset of process samples, before biasing the
distribution towards regions of high fitness values. Based on a string
representation of the process, Nabil et al. (2019) use a recurrent neural
network (RNN) to produce large pools of sCO2 power cycles for
Concentrating Solar Power plants with optimal technical performances
(thermal efficiency, shaft power). Oeing et al. (2022) used RNNs to
predict the next equipment in linear sequences of six unit operations
extracted from random walks in piping and instrumentation diagrams
(P&IDs) seen as graphs. Similarly, based on a string representation and
a small set of synthetic layouts, Vogel et al. (2022) train a Transformer
model (Vaswani et al., 2017) to perform process flowsheet
autocompletion. The model builds realistic flowsheets from empty
or partial ones, without, however, optimizing their design variables
towards a certain fitness function.

The results of Nabil et al. (2019) and Vogel et al. (2022) show
that language models can learn the syntax of processes, i.e., generate
strings corresponding to valid process flowsheets. Besides, unlike
reward-driven methodologies, generative data-driven models can
produce large amounts - in theory, infinitely many - of valid layouts
with high values of the fitness function. However, their application
to a complex industrial use case remains an open question. This
leads us to formulate a first research question, asking what domain
knowledge can be gained by an AI-based, expert-free, design
method: (Q1) What are the key thermodynamic substructures
that are required to obtain the best exergoeconomic fitness values
for sCO2 waste heat recovery bottoming cycles?

2.4 Acceptance by the process engineer

AI often carries the implicit promise of automation, here by
removing the need for expertise in process design to address (Q1).
Nevertheless, a process engineer is likely to become the end-user of
such tools, raising the issue of whether and how they would be
employed. Building on the real-world use case introduced in Section
2.1, we propose to examine the acceptance of an AI-based design tool
by a process engineer. Can a process engineer trust and use an AI-
based design tool, or conversely, to what extent do current state-of-
the-art AI-based process synthesis models facilitate technology
acceptance by the designer?

The theoretical basis for analyzing user acceptance is the
Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, 1989). It postulates that
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the intent to use a given technology is determined by two key beliefs,
perceived usefulness (PU) and perceived ease of use (PEoU). PU is the
degree to which a person believes that using a particular system
would enhance their job performance: the AI-based design software
is beneficial to the process engineer, allows solving complex
problems and enhances quality. PEoU is the degree to which a
person believes that using a particular system would be free of effort:
the software does not require specific knowledge or training to be
applied. Within this framework and based on studies in related
domains (Ong et al., 2004; Mezhuyev et al., 2019; Sohn and Kwon,
2020), we hypothesize that:

1. The intention of adoption of an AI-based process design software
is positively affected by three factors, namely, i) perceived
usefulness, ii) perceived ease of use and iii) perceived control
(the fact that using AI is entirely within the control of the process
engineer);

2. PU is determined by performance and validity, automation,
reasonable time to find a solution, scalability, robustness, ability
to solve complex problems;

3. PEoU is determined by simplicity, no specific knowledge needed,
short learning curve, definition ofmetrics, complexity of parameter
tuning, difficulties in interpretability and predictability of the
results.

Focusing on technical criteria, it follows that a process engineer
asked to use AI-based design tools instead of well-known heuristics
would need guarantees with respect to: (G1) the robustness of the
method; (G2) how to control the model without expertise in AI;
(G3) how to understand the results; (G4) the cost and limitations of
the method. Whereas (G1) and (G3) are examined by answering
(Q1), this leads us to formulate two other questions that we
investigate in this paper, to respectively address (G2) and (G4) in
the context of designing bottoming cycles for waste heat recovery:

(Q2) What decisions or interactions should be made by the
process engineer with no AI expertise to use such tools? How do they
impact the final solution?

(Q3) What is the computational cost of data-driven synthesis
methods applied to sCO2 power cycle design, and how tomitigate it?
What are the other obstacles to data-driven methods?

3 Methods

Designing waste heat recovery bottoming cycles combines
multiple levels of complexity, caused by the strongly nonlinear
properties of supercritical CO2, the design of a cycle instead of a
sequence, including bi-fluid heat exchangers, splitters and mixers as
unit operations and the advanced strategies required to optimize the
techno-economic fitness function. This section describes the model
selected to address the research questions developed in Section 2.

3.1 Generative modelling

3.1.1 String representation
Choosing an adequate numerical, machine-readable,

representation of a chemical process is a key component to

machine learning based design (Aouichaoui et al., 2022; Wigh
et al., 2022). Indeed, the representation, which should be concise,
unambiguous and bijective, may impact the downstream
machine learning or optimization task depending on whether,
and how, it contains the critical structural information necessary
to understand the underlying behaviour. On the other hand,
multiple representations of chemical processes have emerged, in
particular graphs (signal-flow graphs, P-Graphs (Friedler et al.,
1992), etc.) or strings (SFILES, Simplified Flowsheet Input-Line
Entry System, d’Anterroches and Gani. (2005)), and it remains
an open question to determine which one is best suited to the
task of process synthesis.

The compact string representation in Nabil et al. (2019) is
designed for power cycles, modelling them as heterogeneous
directed graphs, where process units (respectively, material
streams) are the nodes of the graph (respectively, the edges). The
nodes are labeled with unit types, whereas there is a single edge
type, namely, CO2 stream. To ensure the uniqueness of the
representation, a CO2-CO2 heat exchanger is represented by two
nodes in the graph, for the hot and cold sides, respectively.
The directed graph is then uniquely represented by a sequence of
tokens (a word) chosen from the finite alphabet A �
{T, C, H, A, a, b, 1, 2,−1,−2} written in its lexicographic order;
Table 2 gives the mapping between the elementary unit
operations and their respective token in A. We refer to (Nabil
et al., 2019) for a detailed explanation of the unique mapping from
process flow diagram to the string representation in A. It is worth
noting in Table 2 that to avoid any ambiguity of the string
representation, the unit numbering information of CO2-CO2 heat
exchangers, splitters and mixers must be contained inA, whereas no
such information is required for other units. Unless otherwise stated,
we restrict ourselves to a search space Γ of words written in A with
at most one CO2-CO2 heat exchanger (denoted a) and at most
two pairs of split and mix branches (denoted respectively (−1, 1)
and (−2, 2)). Finally, if any power cycle can be mapped to a word,
any word does not necessarily correspond to a power cycle. A small
set of hand-designed syntactic rules are required to encode
thermodynamically infeasible substructures into invalid sequences
of tokens (Nabil et al., 2019).

For the sake of illustration, the expert layouts introduced in
Section 2.2 and shown in Figure 2 are respectively mapped to
TaACaH (recuperation), TaAC-1H1a1H (partial heating),
TaACH-1H1a1H (triple heating), Ta1bAC-2H2b2-3H3a-

1T13H (dual rail) and Ta1bAC-2H2b2-1aT1H (cascade).

3.1.2 Model architecture
New words, i.e., new power cycle layouts, are produced by

training a statistical generative model. Similarly to, e.g., Gupta
et al. (2018) for drug design, we use Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs, Rumelhart et al. (1986); Williams and Zipser (1989)), and
more specifically Long Short Term Memory networks (LSTMs,
Hochreiter and Schmidhuber. (1997)), to learn the distribution of
words representing power cycles. RNNs are the baseline neural
networks for handling sequential data x = (x[1], x[2], . . ., x[n]) of
varying length, such as text or time series, by introducing a memory
cell that allows persistent information to be conveyed from one
element of the sequence to the next. On the contrary, LSTM
networks are a special form of RNN with additional interacting
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layers within a cell, designed to handle long-term dependencies -
poorly captured by the vanilla RNN in practice - by controlling what
information is transferred to the next cell.

We use the sequence-to-one architecture described by Nabil
et al. (2019), to generate words one token at a time. The chosen
model is a stack of two LSTM layers of 32 cells each, followed by a
feedforward layer with |A| neurons. By adding a softmax activation
to normalize the last feedforward layer, the output of the model is
thus a probability distribution over the alphabetA at each step in the
sequence.

3.1.3 Training procedure
Generation of valid flowsheets In a first step, the LSTM model

is trained to generate words that do correspond to
thermodynamically valid process flowsheets, regardless of their
fitness function. Starting from a set D of process layouts
represented as strings, the model learns the conditional
distribution P(x[i + 1]|x[1], . . ., x[i]) by predicting, for each
word x, the next token x[i + 1] given the first part x[1], . . ., x[i]
of the sequence. Each word is augmented by adding a generic GO

token at the beginning of the sequence and an end-of-sequence EOS
token at its tail. Hence, an augmented word x of length n is divided
into n − 1 windows, yielding n − 1 training samples, where the ith
window contains the first i tokens of x and the task is to predict
token x[i + 1]. The training loss is the categorical cross-entropy
between predicted and actual next tokens. Once trained, the model
can generate new words by recursively sampling from the
conditional distribution P(x[i + 1]|x[1], . . ., x[i]), starting from
the GO token only and until the EOS token is drawn.

In practice, the training set D should be large enough to learn a
meaningful distribution, with 105–106 samples, however no such
collection exists for power cycles. To circumvent this issue, the initial
dataset is instantiated by a pseudo-random generator, as follows: i)
every cycle is initialized as a simple Brayton cycle TACH, formed
successively by a turbine, a cooler, a compressor and a heater; ii) a
random number of mutations are applied to the layout, where a
mutation consists in choosing a random stream and inserting a
process unit chosen at random. Training is performed iteratively,
starting from a small set D0 of random layouts, training an LSTM
model on it, using the model to generate a set Gk of new layouts and
adding the thermodynamically valid ones to the training set for the
next iteration of training. The cardinality of each set is |D0| � 1, 000
and |Gk| � 10, 000. After convergence of the iterative procedure, the
final model is denoted M1 and referred to hereinafter as the
pretrained model, to be finetuned.

Finetuning The aim of the finetuning procedure is the targeted
generation of power cycles with small specific cost of electricity c < δ,
where δ is a predefined threshold. This is achieved following the
same procedure as for the pretraining step, except that i) all words in
the training set D are both thermodynamically valid and with a
specific cost c < δ, ii) the model is initialized with the weights from
the pretrained version M1 and iii) the initial training set D0′ is
obtained by generating 10,000 words from M1 and filtering those
with low specific cost. The overall training procedure is summarized
in Figure 3, with |Gl′| � 3, 000.

Regarding the lower-level problem of fitness evaluation of a
layout generated by M2 (Eq.1c), we use the meta-heuristic
population-based Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO,

Eberhart and Kennedy (1995)) with 30 iterations and a swarm
size 7 ×|θ|, where θ are the design parameters to optimize and |θ|
their cardinality. For a given cycle layout with design parameters θ
and exergoeconomic cost c(θ), the cost function J(θ) minimized by
PSO is:

J θ( ) �
100 × 0.3 − η θ( )( ) if η θ( )< η0,

c θ( ) + α × max 0, 0.1 − R θ( )
Q θ( )( ) otherwise,

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ (2)

with η < 1 the thermal efficiency, η0 the threshold for the minimum
thermal efficiency,R andQ the heat duties of respectively CO2-CO2

and fuel-CO2 heat exchangers. In the sequel, we set η0 = 15.75%, α =
1. c(θ) is computed following the methodology detailed in Section
2.1 and in the Supplementary Materials, Section 4. Consequently,
layouts with poor thermal efficiency are strongly penalized, as well as
those with small heat recuperation ratio, to focus the computational
effort on cycles with promising thermal performances. More details
about PSO can be found in the Supplementary Materials (Section 1).

All computations and models are implemented in Python

3.8, using the libraries CoolProp (Bell et al., 2014) for the
thermodynamic properties, PyTorch 1.9.0 (Paszke et al.,
2019) and Lightning 1.4.7 (Falcon, 2019) for the deep
learning models, which are optimized using the Adam solver
with a learning rate of 10–3. Because the discussion of the
economic hypotheses leading to the optimal exergoeconomic cost
is beyond the scope of this article, all results are presented in terms of
specific cost normalized by a reference value. The design variables of
the five expert layouts in Section 2.2 are optimized with PSO, the
smallest value (best expert) serves as normalizing constant. The
target performance is to reach costs c at most 9% more expensive
than the best expert design, where this threshold is set arbitrarily.

3.2 Post-processing

The trained machine learning model outputs large pools of new
layouts with high fitness values. To fully address (Q1), it remains
however to determine how the process engineer can learn from the
generated data. Whereas previous contributions focused on the
analysis of a handful of layouts, we suggest to extend the analysis
i) on one hand with word embeddings to visualize the search space Γ
and the convergence towards optimal regions, for the sake of
diagnostic, and ii) on the other hand, with pattern matching
techniques, to extract knowledge under the form of new heuristic
rules for the process designer.

Best flowsheet Extracting the best flowsheets from the set of
layouts generated by the model is the first output of the method. The
thermodynamics of these few designs are then analyzed manually,
with domain knowledge, to assess their consistency.

Word embeddings We use vector embeddings to visualize
words (power cycles). These vectors are obtained by first
converting each word to a sequence of overlapping 3-g. Next,
each 3-g is mapped to a vector of size 20 (size chosen arbitrarily
in this study), using the state-of-the-art embedding model skip-gram
byMikolov et al. (2013a). skip-gram creates a lookup table, where the
vector representation of each 3-g can be found and such that similar
3-g tend to be closer to each other in the vector space (syntactic
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regularities). Besides, the transformation also preserves semantic
regularities by learning the context of each 3-g. See Mikolov et al.
(2013a); Mikolov et al. (2013b)) for more details on this topic, and
Asgari and Mofrad. (2015) for an application to biological
sequences. The vector representation of a given power cycle is
then the sum of the vectors representing its 3-g. It is finally
projected onto a two-dimensional space by applying principal
component analysis, thereby visualizing the search space explored
by the model.

Model interpretability with frequent pattern mining We
apply the last step of the methodology proposed by Zhang et al.
(2019) to systematically compare the structures of the flowsheets by
extracting multiple common sub-sequences within the words
representing them. The first two steps in (Zhang et al., 2019)
map a flowsheet into a unique string based on the SFILES format
(d’Anterroches and Gani, 2005), with the objective of preserving
unit types and the connection of the layout while discarding unit
numbering information. The string representation described in this
work in Section 3.1.1 is already well suited to this pattern mining
task, where the only adjustment is to replace every heat exchangers
by a single token (namely, a), and similarly for splitters (-1) and
mixers 1). Hence, words for pattern matching are rewritten in the
shorter alphabet A′ = {T, C, H, A, a, 1, -1}. We implement
then the all-local alignment algorithm from Zhang et al. (2019) to
find multiple strictly aligned sub-sequences within two words.
Assume we want to compare a word x of length m and a word y
of length n; let S[i, j] = 1 denote the match score between the ith
character x[i] in x and the jth character y[j] in y. The all-local
alignment algorithm initializes a matrixM of zeros, of sizem × n and
then updates it iteratively using the function:

M i, j[ ] � 0, if x i[ ] ≠ y j[ ],
M i − 1, j − 1[ ] + S i, j[ ], if x i[ ] � y j[ ].{ (3)

OnceM is filled, zero values correspond to non-matching sequences
whereas positive values correspond to matched characters and
consecutive positive diagonal elements to matched sub-sequences.
Since S[i, j] = 1, the length of a common sequence ending at
characters x[i] and y[j], respectively, is M[i, j]. Finding common
sub-sequences of a certain length consists thus in thresholding M.
Besides, since the words correspond to cycles, we add a third step for
filling M, by looking at the last value M[m, n]:

• if M[m, n] = 0, the last characters of x and y do not match, all
sub-sequences are already identified;

• ifM[m, n] > 0 andM[1, 1]> 0, then the common sub-sequences
respectively ending at the last and starting at the first characters
of x and y are joined to form one unique sequence.

The algorithm runs with a time complexity inO(mn) and can be
used to extract common patterns within reduced sets of the best and
worst layouts, respectively, to explain the decision made by the model.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Results: optimization of the waste heat
recovery bottoming cycle

Pretrained language model Model M1 is evaluated after
convergence of the pretraining procedure (10 iterations, see Step

FIGURE 3
Training procedure of the data-drivenmodel for process generation. In K iterations of Step 1 (pre-training), LSTMmodelM1 is trained on datasetDk

and generates then a set Gk of new words. New and valid words from Gk are added toDk for the next iteration. The same principle applies to LSTMmodel
M2 at Step 2 (finetuning), for L iterations, with spelling rules replaced by a filter on the fitness value, here the specific cost c below the predetermined
threshold δ. The weights of M2 are initialized from M1.
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1 in Figure 3) by generating a set G of 10,000 strings and computing
the validity (fraction of strings in G corresponding to valid power
cycles in Γ), uniqueness (fraction of valid strings in G which are
unique) and novelty (fraction of valid strings in G not in the training
set) ratios. They are respectively of 93.9%, 96.6% and 71.4%, showing
that M1 is a successful generator of power cycles. The uniqueness
rate out of 100,000 samples drops to 78.7%, showing the effect of
larger sample sizes on this metrics–validity and novelty rates remain
similar at 93.9% and 73%, respectively. The convergence of model
M1 is illustrated in Supplementary Figure S2A in the
Supplementary Materials.

Finetuning - language model After finetuning the pretrained
model M1 into a specialized version M2 focusing on high fitness
values, the generative model maintains high validity rates, 88% after
5 iterations of finetuning against 93.9% before: finetuning does not
alter the ability to produce thermodynamically valid power cycles.
However, the proportion of unique and new layouts drops
significantly after a few iterations, stabilizing around 45% new,
unique, valid layouts. Supplementary Figure S2 in the
Supplementary Materials displays these metrics through the
finetuning iterations. This indicates that the model specialized in
smaller regions of the search space, supposedly due to a demanding
fitness threshold (see next section).

Finetuning - fitness values The best expert is partial heating
(TaAC-1H1a1H). The other expert costs are respectively 1.005 for
triple heating, 1.013 for cascade, 1.017 for dual rail and
1.035 for recuperation. The best layouts generated by the finetuned
model M2 are TaAC-1H1aH1, TaAC-1H1a1HCH and TaAC-

1CH1aH1—corresponding diagrams in Figure 4. Their normalized cost
is 0.997,matching thus the performances of the best expert. Thebest layouts
are indeed very similar to partial heating, as can be seen from the
comparisons of their word representation or of their flowsheet
diagrams, in Figure 2 (upper center) and 4, respectively. Besides, an
analysis of the thermodynamic performances of these layouts reveals
that the second compressor in both TaAC-1H1a1HCH and TaAC-

1CH1aH1 is not used, since the PSO algorithm converged to a
pressure ratio of 1. In practice, these layouts are thus equivalent to
TaAC-1H1a1H and TaAC-1H1aH1, which are respectively the partial
heating layout and the other best layout from M2.

The analysis of the best three layouts suggests that partial
heating is an important thermodynamic substructure required to
obtain small exergoeconomic cost for waste heat recovery. To

confirm this conclusion and thoroughly examine our question
(Q1), we apply the frequent pattern mining approach described
in Section 3.2.Wemined patterns respectively from a) the five expert
designs; b) the 208 best and c) the 290 worst layouts from the
finetuned LSTM model, each time with pairwise comparisons. The
20 most common patterns of length at least 3 are shown in Table 3.

Nine patterns are extracted from the expert layouts, ranging
from simple widespread heuristics (e.g., aAC, i.e., cool and compress
from after a heat exchanger, 1HTa, i.e., heat, expand and recuperate
heat from after a mixer or -1H1a, i.e., partial heating and heat
recovery) to longer and more specific rules such as aAC-1H1a1
(cool and compress, partial heating, heat recuperation) or
-1H1a1HTaAC (combining partial heating, cool and compress,
heat and expand, heat recuperation in a special layout). The patterns
extracted from the poor layouts are almost always 3-g, with some
simple heuristics being retrieved, e.g., aAC or ACH, but also other
physically irrelevant patterns such as HTC (expand then compress)
or CAH (cool then heat). It appears that the poor layouts are
characterized by minor, random, changes to the simple Brayton
cycle TACH from which they were built. On the contrary, more
informative patterns are extracted from the best layouts. On one
hand, the shorter sub-structures correspond to valid well-known
thermodynamic knowledge (aAC, -1H1a, HTa, etc.) that were part
of the expert designs. On the other hand, longer rules are also
extracted, such as HTaAC, AC-1H1a or -1H1a1HT, and they
correspond to more involved expert knowledge developing the idea
of partial heating. In total, six out of the nine expert patterns appear in
the 20 most common patterns of the best LSTM layouts.

Next, the histograms of the normalized exergoeconomic cost for
layouts generated i) by the pretrained model (in blue) and ii) the
finetuned model (in green) are displayed in Figure 5A. The vertical
black line shows the target performance threshold, cycles on the left of
this line are at most 9% more expensive than the best expert design.
The histograms are shifted from right (blue) to left (green), i.e., the
finetuned model is shifted to higher fitness (smaller cost) regions
compared to the pretrained model. Hence, the finetuned model did
learn to specialize on some specific patterns in the process layouts, as
confirmed by the PCA plot of the word embeddings in Figures 5B,C,
where the embeddings of the finetuned layouts only span one part of
those of the non-finetuned model, discarding the upper region.

Intermediate conclusion The results illustrate the main
advantage of data-driven process design, able to provide optimal

FIGURE 4
Best layouts obtained by the finetuned LSTM model for sCO2 bottoming cycles.
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designs and advanced insights on a new complex use case without
building on years of domain research efforts. Additional results are
provided in the Supplementary Materials (Section 2), in particular
plots of the exergy efficiency, net shaft power output and thermal
efficiency of the designs (Supplementary Figure S3). These insights are
backed by a more systematic–although without guaranteeing
exhaustiveness, as discussed in Section 4.2.3 nor global
convergence of the PSO solver–exploration of the search space,
thereby increasing the confidence of the process engineer in the
AI-based solution. In particular, the behaviour of the model, as
summarized per Table 3 and Figure 5Ais clearly accessible to a
process engineer. The addition of the pattern mining methodology
to analyze the outcome of the machine learning algorithm helps thus
addressing the needs (G1) of robustness and (G3) of understanding
the results: extracting coherent knowledge from a pool of hundreds of
layouts suggests that the data-driven model robustly converges
towards certain designs and provides a stronger explanation of the
behaviour of the model, compared to a single optimal design.

4.2 Discussion and complementary
experiments

4.2.1 Process engineer acceptance
We proceed to complementary analyses and experiments to

investigate (Q2) in light of our use case. It is worth mentioning
that the discussion of perceived usefulness and ease of use (PU and

PEoU, see Section 2.4) is based on these experiments only;
the conclusions should be further validated by behavioral studies
as is standard practice in this field (e.g., Sohn and Kwon, 2020).
To begin with, as the end-user of the AI-based tool, the process
engineer is supposed not to have expertise in AI; the software should
solve the use case based on the specified design choices and produces
then an output.We assume thus that the role of the process engineer is
to focus i) on design choices in the definition of the case study (before
calling the AI module) and ii) on understanding and analyzing the
output of the algorithm. Based on the results in Section 4.1, and
consistently with promising other contributions (see Section 2.3), it
appears reasonable to assume that a process design software based on
such an AI-based model could meet the criterion of PU in terms of
performance and ability to solve complex problems, and PEoU in
terms of delivering explainable decisions and metrics accessible to a
process engineer. This addresses ii), and we discuss now i).

Design choices - search space definition Firstly, the process
designer should define the search space, in terms of unit operations
and target performance. We experiment by training another model
allowing up to two CO2 - CO2 heat exchangers, against one in
Section 4.1. After generating 100,000 cycles from pretrained model
M1 We observe that defining a larger search space increases the
uniqueness ratio, from 78.7% to 87.3%, and the novelty ratio, from
73% (one heat exchanger) to 83% (two heat exchangers). The
validity ratio is similar in both experiments, 93.9% and 92.1%,
showing that the language model M1 can accommodate more
complex rules with additional two-stream heat exchangers.

TABLE 3Most common patterns extracted from the expert, best and worst LSTM layouts, respectively. The substructures from the expert layouts and found as well
in the LSTM designs are highlighted in bold.

Top 20 most common patterns

Expert layouts 1HTa, aAC, -1H1a, -1H1a1, HTa, HTaAC, aAC-1H1a1, -1H1a1HTaAC, 1HT

208 best LSTM layouts aAC, TaAC, H1a, aAC-1, -1H1, -1H1a, AC-1, HTa, TaA, TaAC-1, AC-1H1a, HTaAC, 1HT, AC-1H, aAC-1H, H1T, -1H1a1,
H1a1HT, 1a1HT, -1H1a1HT

290 worst LSTM layouts aAC, aCA, ACa, HTa, CAa, aTH, HTC, HTA, ACH, HaC, TAa, CHT, CAH, TaA, aACH, aCH, ATC, aAH, CTa, CHA

FIGURE 5
Performances of the finetuned LSTMmodel. (A)Histogram and estimated density of the normalized specific costs for bottoming cycles respectively
sampled from the pretrained (blue) and finetuned (green) models M1 and M2. Normalization with respect to the performance of the best expert, the
target performance is the shaded area. (B) and (C) 2D projection of 300 word embeddings sampled respectively from the random training set (gray), or
before (blue) and after (green) finetuning.
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However, finetuning the model with up to two heat-exchangers
collapsed to flowsheets almost all having at most a single heat
exchanger, which was not the case before finetuning (34% of the
cycles generated by the pretrained model have two heat exchangers).
This emphasizes fitness evaluation as the main bottleneck of data-
driven process synthesis methods, a fact we discuss in the next
section.

Another aspect of the search space definition is the target
performance, here at most 9% away from the best expert. During
the finetuning of the model with at most one heat exchanger, the
proportion of good layouts, reaching the target performance,
saturates below 40% - see Supplementary Figure S2B in the
Supplementary Materials. We extend the analysis below by
comparing with the CSP use case from Nabil et al. (2019).

Design choices - Reward design A key decision made by the
process engineer is the design of the fitness function, while avoiding
the pitfall of including physical constraints without defining a de
facto very small search space. Reward design heavily depends on the
use case at study, hence requires domain knowledge. For instance,
Stops et al. (2022) proposed a reward function for a reinforcement
learning agent based on the net cash value and additional penalties
to encourage space exploration. Khan and Lapkin. (2022) also
identified reward engineering as a key step to drive the learning
process. Here, we chose a cost function of the form of Eq. (2), where
adding a penalty on technical criteria (thermal efficiency and heat
recuperation ratio) helped discarding valid yet thermodynamically
not promising layouts.

Insights from the comparison to the CSP study The above
findings (Section 4.1) are consistent with the results reported by
Nabil et al. (2019) for Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) cycles with at
most one heat exchanger. In particular, their pretrained model
produces 93.1% valid power cycles, of which 87% are unique, the
novelty rate is 86%. Since the length of the CSP power cycles was left
unbounded, against a limit of at most 20 units in this work, this
confirms that narrower search spaces logically yields more
specialized models. On the other hand, pretraining depends only
on power cycle layout and not on the actual fitness function or
boundary conditions, hence the similar validity rates. Regarding
finetuning, the fitness function used by Nabil et al. (2019) is the
product of the thermal efficiency and net shaft power output of the
bottoming cycle, with a target performance threshold set at 48% of
the best expert. They report a ratio of good layouts of 86%—against
45% in this paper–and the distribution of the technical fitness
function of the layouts is heavily shifted towards the region of
interest, as shown in Figure 6A. Yet, much less mass can be found
above the demanding 9% threshold. Besides, we extract the 20 most
frequent patterns from their best 200 technical layouts (see
Supplementary Table S3 in Supplementary Materials). 13 patterns
are 3-g and only 1 contains at least 5 tokens (ACaHT, a standard
pattern), against respectively 7 and 8 in Table 3 in this paper. This
confirms how the user-defined target performance impacts the
metrics of the model: a looser target area yields a higher success
ratio but a lower proportion of very good cycles and more generic,
less specialized, libraries of layouts.

Intermediate conclusion The discussion and complementary
results show how to understand the behaviour of the model
depending on the design choices of process engineers, so that
data-driven methods remain under their control (G2).

Optimizing their use requires domain knowledge to formulate a
good problem to solve, by constructing relevant reward functions
and delimiting an appropriate search space. In this sense, perceived
control of an AI-based model depends on the domain expertise of
the process engineer, but could be improved by covering larger
search spaces to avoid model collapse. Besides, the comparison to
CSP shows that the model behaves similarly in both cases, with no
parameter tuning, which benefits to the PEoU. It remains to
investigate the performances for processes other than power
cycles to confirm this fact. Finally, it can be observed that the
model depends on the specific string representation described in
Section 3.1.1: using a more generic format, such as SFILES
(d’Anterroches and Gani, 2005) could help increase PEoU so that
the end-user does not have to define a language for every use case.

4.2.2 Cost
Flowsheet evaluation and computation time In this work,

finetuning the LSTM model required about ~ 30k fitness
evaluations (3,000 per finetuning iteration and about ~ 10k for
initializing the finetuning procedure with samples from the
pretrained LSTM). The median computation time for optimizing
one flowsheet (minimizing its exergoeconomic cost) on a single
CPU is 4min35s (total time: about 45 days for a single CPU, the
calculations can be performed in parallel). The distribution of the
computation time is multi-modal, depending on the complexity of
the layouts, with a main mode at slightly less than 5 min, a smaller
mode around 1 min and a heavy tail of layouts evaluated in more
than 20 min. The time to train the LSTM models is negligible
compared to this cost, and well supported by CPU hardware.
Hence, the results emphasize that fitness evaluation is the main
bottleneck of data-driven process design: because of the
computation cost, and because supporting that cost implies
trading-off convergence accuracy with computation time when
solving (1c) with PSO. We limited ourselves to 30 iterations,
which in particular was not compatible with more complex
layouts with two heat exchangers. Better optimization strategies
able to reach similar results with less flowsheet evaluations are
therefore needed to reduce the time-to-solution and improve the
perceived usefulness. Observe that this issue is also inherent to
superstructure modelling, and comparison between the two
approaches should therefore rigorously report the total number
of function evaluations required by every model–see Neveux et al.
(2022) for an example.

The typical solution to this problem consists in using a surrogate
regression model, e.g., neural networks (Fahmi and Cremaschi,
2012) or kriging (Gorissen et al., 2010) - although the training of
such models also requires large amount of data and therefore of
fitness function evaluations (Fahmi and Cremaschi, 2012). The main
limitation of surrogate modelling is that the strongly nonlinear
behaviour of sCO2 might be locally inaccurately represented by
the model, thereby potentially biasing the data generation process.

Mitigation strategy The computation timemight be a limitation
in an industrial context when one should carry out the entire
optimization procedure for every new use case, e.g., when the
fitness function changes (same physics but new objectives or
constraints). However, one use case produces a large pool of
layouts that could be reused (retrofitted) to alleviate the
computational cost. Instead of solving Eqs (1a)–(1c) for every
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new sCO2 power cycle use case, we evaluate the following strategy: i)
solve (1a)–(1c) for Use Case 1; ii) save the top n layouts according to
the fitness of Use Case 1; iii) solve (1c) (flowsheet evaluation) on
these K layouts, with the new fitness of Use Case 2.

We use the top n = 1, 000 layouts generated by Nabil et al. (2019)
for sCO2 CSP cycles. The boundary conditions are also different, but
the search space (number of heat exchangers, splitters, etc., allowed
per cycle) is the same. These layouts are retrofitted to solve Eq.1c
with fitness given by the exergoeconomic cost Eq. 2, instead of the
product of the thermal efficiency and net shaft power output. The
histogram of the normalized cost is shown in Figure 6B: the results
are close to Figure 5A and the best layout performs as well as the best
expert. The most frequent patterns mined from the best 200 layouts
are different from those of the best CSP layouts for the technical
fitness function (Supplementary Table S3), indicating that the good
but not too specialized layouts in Nabil et al. (2019) contained
enough information to be retrofitted for another use case. The
computation time for these 1,000 layouts is 5.2 days, ~ 9 times faster.

4.2.3 Other challenges
The field of machine learning based process design is still

nascent (Schweidtmann et al., 2021), in particular purely data-
driven methods. Hence, from a methodological perspective, AI-
based process design faces several challenges, in particular: initial
dataset constitution, reward design, model architecture and
finetuning strategy (Nabil et al., 2022). In the sequel, we discuss
dataset constitution and search space exploration, based on the
experiments carried out in this paper. The discussion of the latter
two challenges is postponed to Section 3 of the Supplementary
Materials.

Initial dataset The models used in this paper are trained to learn
the underlying distribution of a dataset. To do so, they require large
amount of data - for instance the models trained on the similar
problem of molecular design are based on datasets with 105–106

samples (Elton et al., 2019). Such large datasets do not exist for
process design, which limits their applicability. Observe on the other
hand that the reward-driven process design literature discussed in
Section 2.3, in particular reinforcement learning algorithms, does

not need an initial training set since they are optimization
procedures in the topological space of process layouts. As such,
these methods are more straightforward to implement. In this work,
we used a random generator to initialize the procedure and obtained
good performances despite the smaller training size. Vogel et al.
(2022) also built a synthetic generator, a Markov-chain process
based on process design heuristics, training their data-driven
flowsheet completion model on about 8,000 synthetic data.

Besides, the generative model is only as diverse as its training set
is. This is confirmed by our experiments. Indeed, whereas the
pretrained LSTM model M1 was allowed to include up to two
pairs of splitters/mixers per power cycle, almost none of the
generated cycles had exactly two such pairs (0.15% of the
generated cycles): this is consistent with the initial training set,
which contained 0.30% such cycles, and emphasizes the importance
of the training set since the generative model is only able to mimic its
underlying distribution (as confirmed by the overlapping word
embeddings in Figure 5B).

Exploration - exploitation tradeoffsMore generally, this raises
the issue of how the training set impacts the exploration of the search
space and the creativity of the generative model, one of the six
challenges identified by Schweidtmann et al. (2021) for machine
learning in chemical engineering. Although our method does not
provide guarantees in this regard, similarly to others, there are
nevertheless a few hints that the model successfully extrapolated the
initial random training set. We observed in Section 4.1 that the
finetuned model successfully learned to combine process non-trivial
substructures, not found within random layouts, into flowsheets that
correspond to the state-of-the-art expert solutions, on this specific
use case. The distribution of the flowsheet macroscopic properties,
in Supplementary Figure S3 in Supplementary Materials, covers a
wide range of values, showcasing the variety of generated designs
beyond those of the known expert layouts. Hence, the model
managed to find a successful path among several good
alternatives. How to quantify the degree of exploration and
creativity of such a model is an open research question that goes
beyond the scope of this paper. We refer to Alaa et al. (2022) for a
recent contribution on the topic.

FIGURE 6
(A)Normalized technical performances of the layouts generated and optimized for a CSP use case in Nabil et al. (2019). (B)Normalized cost of these
CSP layouts retrofitted to solve Eq. (1c) with exergoeconomic fitness function.
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Finally, we can draw a connection with Palowitch et al. (2022),
who recently introduced GraphWorld, a generator of arbitrarily
large populations of synthetic graphs, and showed that it could
efficiently explore regions of the search space uncovered by standard
benchmark data. This indicates that insights and successful results
can be obtained starting from synthetic data only. Another
promising track explores the opposite direction: Balhorn et al.
(2022) suggest to scan the process design literature in order to
build a digital process flowsheet dataset, not available as of
writing time.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we propose to solve an industrial process design
problem, of a supercritical CO2 bottoming cycle for waste heat
recovery, providing the first data-driven solution to this use case.
Confirming the findings of other studies, the model successfully
proposes optimal designs without requiring any other expert
knowledge than the definition of the unit operations. Most
importantly, we demonstrate how a process engineer could
benefit from such a tool by refocusing on his/her expertise i) in
problem definition, through reward design and search space
definition, and ii) in problem analysis, by incorporating the
knowledge extracted from the model. We analyze the use case
from the perspective of user acceptance. Backed by adequate
post-processing strategies, we provide empirical evidence
supporting the robustness of data-driven algorithms, their
explainability and the ability to control their behaviour. We draw
attention on the computational cost of generative models that can
significantly impact the time-to-solution, hence the perceived
usefulness, because of the costly lower-level optimization problem
to solve for flowsheet evaluation.

Future research directions are multiple, both from the
perspective of the use case and of the methodology. From the
perspective of the use case, this work focused on the design of
bottoming cycles for a fixed gas turbine, a natural extension would
be to generate layouts of the entire combined cycle, bottom and top
jointly. This task is harder to solve, due to an increased cost of
flowsheet evaluation and to the introduction of a second component
to the layout with a different material stream. Beyond this industrial
use-case, AI-based process design is a recent field with multiple
research questions to explore. The data-driven process generation
investigated in this paper could also benefit from better optimization
procedures, to improve the convergence towards high-fitness
regions. More fundamentally, it remains to determine what is the
best process representation, either string or graph. Promising results
have been achieved on targeted undirected molecular graph
generation, with models outperforming those based on strings,
yet it remains to develop similar approaches for the generation of
directed graphs representing process flowsheets. Finally, theoretical
contributions analyzing the exploration of the search space could

provide a better understanding of the behaviour of the generative
model to the process designer.
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